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THE LOGOS AND THE POETS. 
SOME THOUGHTS ON THEOLOGY 

IN EARLY GREEK LITER ATURE

Arnd K erkhecker*

Summary  : 1. Introduction. 2. Homer. 3. Aeschylus. 4. After Aeschylus. 5. Conclusion.

1. Introduction

 The logos is universal », says Heraclitus, « and yet, men live as if  they had 
their own, private understanding » (Vorsokr. 22 B 2) : tou ̀lovgou d∆ ejovnto~ 

xunou ̀zwvousin oiJ polloi; wJ~ ijdivan e[conte~ frovnhsin. From early on, Chris-
tians agreed with this : truth is one, and the universal logos is none other than 
the Logos Himself. Thus, St Justin can claim that, whatever is said truthfully, is 
part of  Christianity (2 ap. 13,4) : o{sa ou\n para; pa`si kalw`~ ei[rhtai, hJmw`n tw`n 
Cristianw`n ejsti.

If  truth is one – indeed, if  it is the One –, whatever is found to be true in 
philosophy cannot ultimately be in conflict with revealed truth. The pagan 
philosophers, too, live in the same world, and are part of  creation ; they reflect 
the same one truth, the same one logos. And the same holds true where truth 
is sought and found outside philosophy : in art, esp. in poetry. The truth of  po-
etry and myth, imagined worlds and worlds of  the imagination – these, too, 
are testimony to the selfsame logos.

These notions are well-known, and much-discussed. Early Christians can 
call Christianity ‚the true philosophy‘. The mythical tales of  the poets are 
more widely attacked – but even here, the trained eye does detect some truth 
in the light of  allegory. 1
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However, for our present purpose, I wish to speak about something differ-
ent : not about the logos of  philosophy ; nor about the logos alongside philoso-
phy ; but, so to speak, about the logos before philosophy. I propose to look at 
the pre-philosophical tradition in Greek literature, and esp. in Greek poetry, 
from Homer to the time of  Socrates.

In turning to the poets, I do not mean to cast doubt upon Aristotle’s distinc-
tion between oiJ muqikw`~ sofizovmenoi on the one hand, and oiJ di∆ ajpodeivxew~ 
levgonte~ on the other (met. B 4 p. 1000 a 18-20 ; cfr. A 5 p. 987 a 2f, A 6 p. 987 
b 31f ). But even oiJ muqikw`~ sofizovmenoi are, after all, sofizovmenoi, and in 
the opening chapters of  the Metaphysics, Aristotle himself  takes their views 
perfectly seriously (allowing for incompleteness and a certain lack of  clarity). 
And he is surely right to do so – if, indeed, we regard discursive rationality as 
a defining property of  man, not as a secondary historical or cultural develop-
ment.

If  this is so, there should be rational theology before philosophy. We should 
expect to find the traces of  the Logos also in Greek poetry – and we should ex-
pect to find, not only the suggestiveness of  myth ; its intuitive perception and 
expressive reflexion of  the truth ; but also the ability of  lovgon didovnai. Already 
with the poets, logos is more than just an object of  representation (its content, 
so to speak) ; it is also the subject of  the enquiry (its principle of  rationality). – 
Let me try to explain this.

My first point is this. Nothing could be more natural than to speak about 
the theology of  the Greek poets. Greek poetry is theological poetry – cer-
tainly as far as it tells the stories of  Greek myth. Greek myths are the tales of  
gods and heroes. They tell of  a time when the immortals still moved freely 
among mortals. 2 This is why Homer and Hesiod are regarded as the fathers 
of  Greek theology. It is from Homer and Hesiod, according to Xenophanes, 
that the Greeks learned all their preposterous stories about the gods (Vorsokr. 
21 B 10-12). It is from Hesiod and Homer, according to Herodotus, that the 
Greeks received the very names, appearances, and functions of  their gods (II 
53,2). Thus, we might even say : unless we enter into theological debate with 
them, we shall hardly be able to understand them.

But – and this is my second point – in order to do this, it is not enough to 
consider what they say about the gods. We also need to pay attention to how 
they say and argue what they have to say. This is what I meant by saying : logos 
is more than just an object of  representation ; it is the guiding principle and 
subject of  the enquiry.

Already in Homer, we shall see, there are distinct rules of  how to speak 
about the gods. It is, I think, unsatisfactory to regard them as mere conven-

2 Hes., op. 156-73 with West’s commentary on 106-201 ; Cat. 64, 382-408 with the com-
mentaries by Kroll and Syndikus ; cfr. West on Hes., op. 108.
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tions, poetical traditions, the singer’s tricks of  trade. I shall argue that they 
reflect theological decisions ; that they are the result of  conscious, rational 
choice – a theological choice of  which we can describe and understand the 
reasons.

The poets, too, I am suggesting, knew what it means that oJ lovgo~ aiJrei ̀: if  
you raise a question, you will be asked for an answer ; if  you give an answer, 
you are committing yourself, and limiting your options. We misunderstand 
these poets unless we take seriously that theirs, too, is a search for truth. They, 
too, are (in the words of  Aristotle) uJp∆ aujth`~ th`~ ajlhqeiva~ ... ajnagkazovmenoi 
(met. A 3 p. 984 b 10) ; for them, too, aujto; to; pra`gma wJdopoivhsen ... kai; sun- 
hnavgkase zhtei`n (ib. 984 a 18f ).

I shall now turn to the poets themselves – but before I do so, let me sum up 
these preliminary remarks in three theses :

1. There is logos before philosophy. In early Greek poetry, there is not only 
the intuitive reflexion of  divinity ; there is also rational theology. Truth is not 
just reflected, it is also reflected upon. Logos is not only what we come to see 
in these poems (the order of  reality) ; it is also argument : the light by which 
we see.

2. This pre-philosophical theology has a history. There is not just a wide 
variety of  views ; there is a coherent and continuous debate. Individual points 
of  view are not independent of  each other : they react to each other, they are 
in dialogue. Their connexion is logos : shared questions, purposes, concerns ; a 
shared sense of  what makes an argument, of  what can (and what cannot) be 
said ; a shared understanding of  oJ lovgo~ aiJrei.̀

3. This logos is not just their logos – it is the Logos. We may not share all their 
questions, or their answers – but we can understand why the say what they 
say. We share their rationality. Their theology (and its history) is part of  the 
presence of  the Logos in the world.

I will now try to give some justification for these theses, and I shall try to 
do so in three steps. First, a brief  example of  those Homeric rules of  how to 
speak about the gods. Second, a long jump ahead, to Aeschylus, and a some-
what more detailed interpretation of  a famous (and famously controversial) 
passage from the Agamemnon. Finally, some suggestions about the course of  
the development till the end of  the Vth century, and about its particular inter-
est to us.

2. Homer

In 1904, the Danish classicist Ove Joergensen published an article on the rôle 
of  the gods in books 9-12 of  the Odyssey. 3 Why books 9-12 ? Because in these 

3 « Das Auftreten der Götter in den Büchern i - m der Odyssee », « Hermes », 39, 1904, pp. 357-82.
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books (the so-called ajpovlogoi), Odysseus recounts his adventures to the king 
and his guests gathered at the court of  the Phaeacians – and this means : the 
anonymous narrator of  epic is replaced by one of  his characters. And why 
should this matter to the rôle of  the gods ? Because, as Joergensen shows, 
there is an important difference between the way in which the anonymous 
narrator refers to the gods, and the way in which the characters do it. The 
principle discovered by Joergensen (known as ‘Joergensen’s Law’) is stated as 
follows in the recent Basel commentary on the Iliad : Unlike the ‚omniscient 
narrator‘, human characters in Homer ascribe events of  unknown origin to 
the agency of  an unidentified divinity – qeov~, qeoiv, daivmwn (also ‘Zeus’ as fa-
ther of  the gods). 4

I give an example (more at Joergensen 366f ). At Od. 15, 292, the poet tells us 
that Athena sends Telemachus a good wind for his journey home. At Od. 17, 
148f, Telemachus himself  tells his mother : e[dosan dev moi ou\ron / ajqavnatoi ( J. 
367). He is aware that a god has helped him, but he does not know which. The 
poet names Athena ; Telemachus says « the immortals ».

Joergensen has collected numerous instances of  this, and he shows that the 
distinction is systematically observed, in both Iliad and Odyssey. To me, this 
looks like the result of  thought, reflexion, conscious choice. Conscious of  
what ? Of  the difficulties and uncertainties man meets in speaking of  the gods. 
‚Joergensen’s Law‘, I should say, is the expression of  a theological insight. It 
reflects the decision not to ignore the difficulties of  theological speech. This is 
the end of  theological naïvety, already in Homer. Here is a rational principle, 
consciously observed. It is the first trace, in our record of  Greek literature, of  
rational theology – of  theological logos.

It is worth stressing this : ‚Joergensen’s Law‘ is a matter of  theology. It is not 
concerned with the limitations of  human knowledge in general. Homer has 
things to say about this, too – but the gods are different. Not knowing the gods 
is not the same as not knowing something else. The gods are difficult to know, 
and, more importantly, it is they who decide how far they will be known. There 
is, thus, a fundamental, a constitutive difficulty about man’s knowledge of  the 
gods. And ‚Joergensen’s Law‘ is a reflexion of  this difficulty. – To illustrate this, 
let me briefly remind you of  some central scenes.

In Il. 1, while Achilles and Agamemnon quarrel, Athena decides to appear 
to Achilles. The goddess comes down from Olympus (194f ), takes Achilles by 
his hair (197), is visible to him alone (198) : oi[w/ fainomevnh· tw`n d∆a[llwn ou[ ti~ 
oJra`to. Nobody else can see her. Similarly, in Il. 5, Athena removes the mist 
(ajcluvn 126) from the eyes of  Diomedes so that he may distinguish gods and 

4 Homers Ilias. Gesamtkommentar, ed. J. Latacz : Prolegomena, München - Leipzig 20022, pp. 
159-71 : R. Nünlist - I. de Jong, Homerische Poetik in Stichwörtern, at 165 : “Jörgensens Prin-
zip”. Cfr. Joergensen, pp. 362-7.
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men in battle (127). And when Odysseus, in Od. 13, wakes up on the shore of  
Ithaca (187), Athena approaches in the guise of  a shepherd (though, we are 
told, a very elegant shepherd : 221-3). Odysseus does not recognize her. When 
she reveals herself, he says (311-19) : ‚Ah, there you are. Where have you been ? 
I could have used your help.‘

It is clear, I think, that ‚Joergensen’s Law‘ has a serious theological back-
ground. Already in Homer, there is a distinct sense that the gods are remote 
and difficult to know. This is certainly true when they are hidden from us on 
Olympus – and it is no less true when they stand right next to us.

Of  course, I must not exaggerate. Homer develops no apophatic theology, 
no mysticism of  un-knowing. Sometimes, the gods are difficult to know (ajr-
galevon se, qeav, gnw`nai brotw`/ ajntiavsanti, Odysseus at Od. 13, 312) ; some-
times, it is quite easy (ajrivgnwtoi de; qeoiv per, the Lesser Ajax at Il. 13, 72). But, 
let me repeat : it is they who decide about this. Man is, to put it like this, deo-
rum capax ; but cavriti, not fuvsei.

The gods, I said, are difficult to know, and they decide how far they will be 
known. This notion of  divine self-revelation is remarkable, for obvious rea-
sons ; and it is particularly interesting to consider the reasons for such self-re- 
velation. In Il. 5, Athena helps Diomedes to know god from man, because they 
are both on the same side. Her motive is perfectly plain. In Od. 13, matters are 
less straightforward. Athena is in disguise. She enjoys playing with Odysseus. 
Eventually she reveals herself  – and Odysseus is astonished. This is a moment 
of  great intimacy : the goddess caresses the mortal (288). And yet, we also 
sense an insurmountable distance between god and man. We are well on the 
way to an unfathomable divinity whose actions have become inscrutable.

I have made it sound as if  there were a tendency, and a development. In-
deed, I think, there is ; historically, and also systematically. Once you start ask-
ing ‚how do we know‘, there is no stopping. It is like children asking why ? 
why ? why ? Once you have seen that the divine is difficult to know, the difficul-
ties will increase. The historical record bears this out. Theological question-
ing becomes more and more insistent, the problems more and more apparent 
– until, in the Vth century, there are those who say that, about the gods, you 
cannot say anything at all.

This is not the place to trace the steps of  this development in any detail. I 
will just make some general remarks, to bridge the gap before we turn to Aes- 
chylus.

In the Iliad, talk of  the gods is omnipresent and, to this extent, confident 
and untroubled. Already in the Odyssey, divine presence is much reduced in 
quantity, and changed in quality. No longer do the gods instigate mortals to 
do wrong (as does, for instance, Athena when she urges Pandaros to break 
the truce in Il. 4). Indeed, the poem begins with a speech of  Zeus, in which 
he explains that the gods must not be blamed for all the evil in the world ; that 
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through their own misdemeanours, men bring much suffering upon them-
selves (Od. 1, 32-43).

The Odyssey, I believe, knows, and presupposes, and takes issue with the Ili-
ad – in other matters, and in theologicis. 5 And this is just the beginning. It is no 
exaggeration to say that theology after Homer is theology with and against 
Homer. This remains true even for Plato – and beyond. 6 Hesiod, it has been 
argued, at the beginning of  the Theogony turns against Homer to find fault 
with the inventions of  Homeric epic. 7 And one could go on.

Instead of  naming poet after poet, I will just mention the two main tech-
niques of  defending Homer and the tradition against moralist and rational-
ist censure developed in the VIth and Vth centuries : rationalizing correction, 
and moralizing allegory. On occasion, the attacks can be quite aggressive (see, 
e.g., Heraclitus, Vorsokr. 22 B 42 ; cfr. 40), and, up to a point, correction and all- 
egory accept the charges – but their purpose is to defend, not to dismantle. In 
this sense, critical discussion is a form of  recognition.

This is especially obvious when it comes to the question of  truth. Again, 
there are exceptions (Heraclitus ; perhaps Xenophanes) – but in general, the 
intention is to defend Homer and the tradition as a source of  truth against in-
adequate interpretation and wilful misrepresentation. The assumption is that 
Homer knew what he was saying, and his interpreters know what it means 
(and how, now and then, the tradition needs to be corrected). These are big 
suppositions, and the flank is wide open to future attack (Plato, for instance, 
will have no patience with all this) – but it is important that the claim to truth 
is not given up.

What I have said is rather general and sweeping – but I hope it has become 
visible : 1) that there is a continuous debate ; and 2) that this is a rational debate 
in which challenges are mounted, accepted, and addressed. In the course of  
this debate, some claims, of  course, prove indefensible, and have to be aban-
doned. Already the Odyssey shows less of  the gods – in order to present a tidier 
picture. We notice the first signs of  reduction for the sake of  clarity, precision, 
certainty. Ultimately, lovgon didovnai seems to lead to reductionism. We shall 
see more of  this at our next stage : Aeschylus.

3. Aeschylus

At the start of  the Agamemnon, ten years have passed since the Greeks set sail 
for Troy. In the parodos of  the play (the ode sung by the chorus when they 

5 Cfr. K. Usener, Beobachtungen zum Verhältnis der Odyssee zur Ilias, Narr, Tübingen 
1990.

6 Cfr. F. Mehmel, Homer und die Griechen, « Antike u. Abendland », 4, 1954, pp. 16-41.
7 R. Kannicht, Paradeigmata. Aufsätze zur griechischen Poesie, edd. L. Käppel - E.A. 

Schmidt, Winter, Heidelberg 1996, pp. 191-202.
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enter the theatre), the old men of  Mycene, who were left behind at the time, 
recall an omen that occurred when the campaign began. Two eagles appeared 
and struck a pregnant hare (104-21). Calchas, the seer, they continue, gave this 
interpretation (122-38) : 8

kedno;~ de; stratovmanti~ ijdw;n duvo lhvmasi dissouv~
∆Atrei?da~ macivmou~ ejdavh lagodaivta~
pompouv~ t∆ ajrcav~· ou{tw d∆ ei\pe teravzwn·  125
“crovnwi me;n ajgrei ̀Priavmou povlin a{de kevleuqo~,
  pavnta de; puvrgwn
kthvnh provsqe ta; dhmioplhqeva Moi`ra lapavxei
  pro;~ to; bivaion·  130
oi\on mhv ti~ a[ga qeovqen knefav-
  shi protupe;n stovmion mevga Troiva~
stratwqevn. oi[k<t>wi ga;r ejpivfqono~ “Artemi~ aJgnav
ptanoi`sin kusi; patrov~ 135
aujtovtokon pro; lovcou mogera;n ptavka quomevnoisin,
stugei ̀de; dei`pnon aijetw`n.”
ai[linon ai[linon eijpev, to; d∆ eu\ nikavtw.
And when the trusty prophet of  the army saw it, he knew
the warlike tearers of  the hare for the two Atreidae, two in temper,
the chiefs who launched the expedition ; and thus he spoke
  interpreting the portent : 125
„In time does this expedition capture Priam’s city,
and all the abundant herds
of  the people before the walls
shall Fate violently ravage.  130
Only let no envy from the gods cast into darkness,
struck beforehand, the great bit for Troy’s mouth
that is the army encamped. For in pity holy Artemis is angry
with the swift hounds of  her father 135
that sacrifice the wretched hare with all her young before the birth ;
she loathes the feast of  the eagles.“
Sing sorrow, sorrow, but may the good prevail !

This is clearly presented als Calchas’ interpretation. He understands the two 
eagles as a figure of  the two sons of  Atreus (ejdavh 124), he speaks as an inter-
preter of  signs (teravzwn 125) – and he finds that these signs indicate the fall of  
Troy (126-30).

However, Calchas does not only see success ; he also senses a threat (131-4). 
This, too, is clearly marked as his interpretation. oi\on mhv (131) signals appre-

8 The Greek text follows the Teubner edition of  Martin L. West (Stuttgart 19982). The 
English translation is that of  Hugh Lloyd-Jones (corrected edition London 1979).
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hensiveness : 9 Calchas, it would appear, is not quite sure. His warning is not 
obvious and self-evident. It requires an explanation, and Calchas does, indeed, 
proceed to give his reasons (134-7). gavr in line 133 « gives the motive for saying 
that which has just been said : ‘I say this because [...]’ ». 10 And also dev in line 138 
is to be taken in a causal sense. 11 Calchas expects misfortune – why ? He infers 
that Artemis must be angry with the two sons of  Atreus – as she is angry with 
the two eagles (133-7). But why would she be angry with the eagles ? Because 
she loathes their feasting on the hare (138). And why does the feast of  the 
eagles point towards Artemis ? Because she is the goddess who looks after the 
young brood of  beasts (140-3). The eagles eat the hare with her unborn young 
(118f ; 136f ). Artemis will not like this. And thus, the signs are « favourable, but 
not without fault » (145).

The chain of  reasoning is without a gap. So much explaining shows what 
now, in Aeschylus, requires explanation. His world is quite different from that 
of  Homer. In Homer, mortal heroes freely mingled with the gods. The nar-
rator of  epic knew exactly what was happening on Olympus. No such easy 
commerce in Aeschylus. The perspective of  his drama is the perspective of  his 
characters : of  human agents, trapped inside their world. Even Calchas, the 
seer, has no special knowledge.

Compare Calchas in Homer. There, he was « Calchas, son of  Thestor, of  au-
gurs by far the best, he who knew what is and what shall be, and what was be-
fore, and who had shown to the ships of  the Greeks the way to Troy, through 
his divining craft that had granted him Phoebus Apollo ». 12 This is the first 
reference to Calchas in the Iliad. He is introduced through his most famous 
exploit : he is the seer who brought the Greeks to Troy. The events alluded to 
are obviously the very events recalled by the Aeschylean chorus : the omen of  
the eagles, the wrath of  Artemis, the fleet trapped by a calm, the goddess ap-
peased by the sacrifice of  Iphigenia. In Aeschylus, too, Calchas completes his 
task. He gives a correct interpretation of  the signs. His apprehensions come 
true (esp. 146-55). But, again : these are apprehensions, based on interpretation. 
The Aeschylean Calchas is no longer « he who knew what is and what shall be, 
and what was before ».

The characters of  Aeschylus are groping in the dark. The gods are hidden, 
distant, and remote. Man has to go by signs, and by conjectures. – This may, 
perhaps, help with another notorious problem of  the Agamemnon : Why is Ar-

 9 See Headlam’s commentary ad l., and his note on Herod. 2, 89.
10 J.D. denniston, The Greek Particles, Clarendon Press, Oxford 19542, p. 60.
11 Ibidem, p. 169.
12 Il. 1, 69-72 : Kavlca~ Qestorivdh~, oijwnopovlwn o[c∆a[risto~, / o}~ ei[dh tav t∆ ejovnta tav t∆ ejs- 

sovmena prov t∆ ejovnta, / kai; nhvess∆ hJghvsat∆ ∆Acaiw`n “Ilion ei[sw / h}n dia; mantosuvnhn, thvn oiJ 
povre Foi`bo~ ∆Apovllwn.
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temis angry ? The poet gives no explanation. We know that she is angry – it 
follows from the omen of  the eagles. From it, Calchas infers the fact of  her 
wrath – and, as it will turn out, he is quite right. The reasoning of  his interpre-
tation is clear : the death of  the hare and her young points towards Artemis. 
But this does not explain why she should stop the Greek fleet. She can hardly 
be angry with the sons of  Atreus because the eagles have struck the hare. 
Why, then, is Artemis angry ?

The tradition reports that Agamemnon had offended Artemis. If  even we 
know this, Aeschylus’ audience will have known this, too. So – are we meant 
to remember it, and to fill for ourselves the gap left by the poet ? I wonder. The 
presence of  a perfectly good explanation in the tradition makes it, I think, all 
the more remarkable that Aeschylus has not included it. 13 In Aeschylus, the 
wrath of  Artemis remains unmotivated, unexplained, mysterious. Calchas 
can just about infer the fact that something is amiss. But why this should be 
so, he does not know. The world of  the gods remains shrouded in darkness. 
Mankind lives in uncertainty ; Calchas is no exception. The seer may be able 
to infer a thing or two ; but this does not mean that he can explain and under-
stand it.

4. After Aeschylus

I have attempted to show that there is theological reflexion in Homer, and to 
give a sense of  the debate after Homer through comparing a passage from 
Aeschylus. I shall now take the last of  my three steps, making some brief  
suggestions concerning the course of  the development till the end of  the Vth 
century.

In Homer, Calchas knows ; in Aeschylus, he makes informed guesses. The 
gods have moved further away. They have become more difficult to under-
stand. Again, one must not exaggerate. No cloud of  un-knowing, no dark 
night of  the soul with Aeschylus, either. The gods are not entirely inscrutable. 
They still appear on stage – for instance in the Eumenides, the last play of  the 
trilogy of  which the Agamemnon is the first. The very form of  the dramatic 
trilogy, too, helps us to understand the gods : the cycle of  three tragedies can 
span several generations. This form of  composition offers panoramic visions. 
Long-time patterns emerge, divine designs come into view – such as the curse 
haunting three generations of  the Labdacids in the Theban trilogy.

And yet, the world of  Aeschylus is not the world of  Homer – nor that of  the 
piecemeal correction of  mythological detail that we find elsewhere. Aeschylus 
ties his human characters to the world of  human experience as we know it (more 

13 Cfr. L. Käppel, Die Konstruktion der Handlung der Orestie des Aischylos (Zetemata 99), 
Beck, München 1998, 81ff.
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or less). Sometimes, the gods appear. But Calchas and the old men of  Mycene 
must not know more than we, too, can know. This is a narrowing of  focus, 
a withdrawal, a reduction. Its purpose would appear to be : to acknowledge 
what is controversial and contested ; to accept that the boundaries of  theologi-
cal speech have shifted ; to look for common ground to speak about the gods.

In the vth century, this is becoming more difficult than ever. Protagoras 
says (Vorsokr. 80 B 4) : « about the gods, I have no way of  knowing : neither that 
they exist, nor that they do not, nor what they might be like in appearance ; 
for there is much that gets in the way of  knowing, especially the obscurity of  
the matter, and the shortness of  human life » – peri; me;n qew`n oujk e[cw eijdevnai, 
ou[q∆ wJ~ eijsi;n ou[q∆ wJ~ oujk eijsi;n ou[q∆ oJpoi`oiv tine~ ijdevan· polla; ga;r ta; kwluv- 
onta eijdevnai h{ t∆ ajdhlovth~ kai; bracu;~ w]n oJ bivo~ tou ̀ajnqrwvpou.

What can one say after this ? How can one carry on speaking about the 
gods ? – Sophocles seems to have sought and found a way. If  you cannot speak 
directly about the gods, try to do so indirectly. This is the direction in which 
Sophocles goes. Gods on stage are now the exception. The cyclic form of  the 
trilogy is abandoned – and with it the long-time vision with its patterns and 
designs ... Sophocles develops the single play, the monodrama, concentrating 
on the crucial day, the crucial moment of  a human life. All is seen strictly from 
within, from a human perspective. The point of  view – not only of  the human 
characters, but of  the play as a whole, and of  the poet – is the point of  view of  
man. We see the world through the eyes of  the tragic hero (or victim).

But how is this a way of  speaking indirectly about the gods ? Consider the 
Oedipus Rex : extraordinary events, but the stuff  of  reality, all perfectly possible 
in the world as we know it. Even more remarkable than the events them-
selves is their sequence. This is uncanny : the concatenation of  coincidence, 
the clockwork precision of  the plot, the inclination of  the action, leading in-
exorably, inescapably towards the catastrophe ... And then, Oedipus, blind, 
steps out of  the royal palace, and says :

∆Apovllwn tavd∆ h\n, ∆Apovllwn, fivloi,
oJ kaka; kaka; telw`n ejma; tavd∆ ejma; pavqea -

« Apollo it was, Apollo, my friends, who brought about these cruel, cruel suf-
ferings of  mine » (1329f ). – The gods are not on stage, but this is certainly not 
a world without gods. They are present in what the characters think, and say, 
and do (in their private fears, their public prayers and sacrifices – however 
misguided all this may be) – and, more importantly, they are present within 
the plot, behind the sequence of  events. The clockwork of  disaster suggests a 
watchmaker. In other words : The gods are present by implication. And Oedi-
pus confirms this when he cries : ∆Apovllwn tavd∆ h\n ...

The gods are present in the view of  events as arranged and presented by 
the poet. The effect is described by Aristotle, in chapter 9 of  the Poetics (p. 1452 
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a 6-10) : 14 « ... even chance events seem more marvellous when they look as if  
they were meant to happen – take the case of  the statue of  Mitys in Argos kill-
ing Mitys’ murderer by falling on him as he looked at it ; for we do not think 
that things like this are merely random ».

Protagoras says : « about the gods I have no way of  knowing ». Nor does 
Sophocles claim that he does. He has developed a form of  drama that allows 
him just to present the evidence of  the events themselves – and then to look 
at you and ask : ‘You think this is pure chance ?’

Sophocles puts the argument about the gods on an empirical basis : the per-
spective of  Sophoclean tragedy is the perspective of  the world of  our experi-
ence. Again, a striking reduction of  scope. Again, an attempt to meet a critical 
challenge. And again, a very successful move.

Certainly, the history of  drama has never looked back. Euripides writes 
Sophoclean monodrama – though bringing the gods back onto the stage, 
showing what those implied watchmakers must be like, to judge by their 
handiwork ... And not only drama : history, too. The famous novelle in the 
work of  Herodotus (Gyges and Candaules, Croesus and Adrastus, Polycrates 
and his ring) follow the same pattern : telling their stories without explicit 
reference to the gods ; presenting the evidence in such a way as to point very 
clearly in one direction.

Let us look back. First, criticizing Homer, correcting myth, allegorizing the 
tradition ; now, with Herodotus and Sophocles, an empiricist reduction de-
signed to argue a point of  theology. I think this looks like a coherent develop-
ment. I think we may regard this as part of  the history of  logos – and of  theology.

At first, the correction, one by one, of  absurd and objectionable detail seems 
enough to save the tales of  myth. This leads to the wholesale allegorizing of  
the tradition. And when this goes so far as to look arbitrary, there follows the 
retreat into empiricist sobriety ; the withdrawal onto safe ground ; the search 
for common ground – facing the fact that all talk of  the gods has become 
problematic.

The last steps on this road were taken by Thucydides. With him, the gods 
have disappeared. Of  course, religion is part of  the world he is describing. It 
matters to what people think, and say, and do. But this is just another anthro-
pological phenomenon. Theology is in the mind. About the gods, Thucydides 
has nothing to say ; neither directly, nor by implication. Talk of  the gods may 
figure in the world he is analyzing ; in his analysis, there is no room for it.

Thucydides is obsessed with to; ajkribev~, to; bevbaion, to; safev~. Whatever 
fails to meet his stringent standards of  exactitude, precision, clarity – will be 

14 The English translation is that of  M.E. Hubbard  : Ancient Literary Criticism. The Prin-
cipal Texts in New Translations, edd. D.A. Russell - M. Winterbottom, Clarendon Press, Ox-
ford 1972, pp. 85-132, at 103f.
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ignored. And so, he gives us a history of  late Vth-century Athens without the 
Parthenon, Sophocles, Socrates... There is a sense in which Thucydides is not 
interested in truth. What he wants is certainty – however much reality he has 
to sacrifice. Even the gods.

5. Conclusion

Let me sum up and conclude. – I have tried to show :
that, even before the arrival of  philosophy proper, there is in early Greek 

poetry and literature a debate about the gods that is more than a congeries of  
unrelated views ;

that the question ‘what do we know about the gods’ gives rise to the ques-
tion ‘and how do we know it’, and that this leads to a development in which 
the boundaries of  what can be said are drawn ever more narrowly – and in 
which new forms of  theological demonstration are worked out (such as theo- 
logy by implication) ;

that this development, arising from the need and the will to meet the chal-
lenges and to give answers to reasonable questions, turns into a form of  logi-
cal self-limitation and reductionism that ends up by ruling out of  bounds all 
reference to the gods.

At this point, it is becoming clear why all this is of  special interest to us. 
A world whose intellectuals abandon the acknowledgement of  truth for the 
power of  method, certainty, control ; a world of  methodical doubt and sci-
entific rationalism ; a world in which theology has to speak the language of  
science, and is expected to reject whatever this language cannot say – this 
world is not irrelevant to us. It has a warning for us. If  you try speaking like 
Protagoras, you may end up sounding like Thucydides. You may find yourself  
unable to say what you wanted to say. Perhaps you no longer even want to say 
it. Perhaps you have forgotten what it was that you wanted to say. 15

Even if  this is so ; even if  the structure of  the theological debate in the late 
Vth century shows certain analogies to our own situation – so what ? What 
can we do ? We hold on to the xuno;~ lovgo~ as best we can ; we accept the chal-
lenge, shoulder the onus probandi, meeting our opponents on their ground, 
speaking their language, like Herodotus, and Sophocles. – But this is not all. I 
should like to make two further points :

15 Plato, Phaedo 96 c 3-6 : ejgw; ga;r a} kai; provteron safw`~ hjpistavmhn, w{~ ge ejmautw`/ kai; 
toi`~ a[lloi~ ejdovkoun, tovte uJpo; tauvth~ th`~ skevyew~ ou{tw~ sfovdra ejtuflwvqhn, w{ste ajp- 
evmaqon kai; tau`ta a} pro; tou ̀w[/mhn eijdevnai - on which more presently. Cfr. J.M. Rist, On In- 
oculating Moral Philosophy against God (The Aquinas Lecture 64, 2000), Marquette Univ. 
Press, Milwaukee 1999, esp. 80-3, and 96-100 (also 24 ; 33f ; 41-3 ; 44f ; 59-61 ; 65-9 ; 75). See also 
the reference to Phaedo 90 c/d at the end of  Pope Benedict’s lecture to the University of  
Ratisbon : Insegnamenti di Benedetto XVI. Vol. ii, 2 : Anno 2006 (Luglio-Dicembre), Città del Vati-
cano 2007, pp. 257-67, at 266.
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1. A look at the Vth century can alert us to a danger we are prone to miss. 
In ‚speaking their language‘, it is all too easy to move from a Herodotean 
perspective (adopting a sceptical view as a heuristic tool for the sake of  the 
argument, dato non concesso) into the world of  Thucydides where scepticism 
determines what is accepted as an object of  enquiry. There is a warning here : 
not to allow the object of  analysis to disappear in the analysis.

2. A look at the Vth century gives us an opportunity to ask : What happened 
then ? How did they find a way out of  their epistemological impasse ?

The answer to this question is, I think : Enter Socrates. There is a famous 
passage in which the Platonic Socrates speaks with great clarity about the 
very problems I have just described : the danger of  the object disappearing 
in the analysis ; of  losing sight of  what one wanted to know ; of  forgetting 
what one once knew (or thought one knew). The passage is, of  course, the 
autobiographical excursus of  Socrates in Plato’s Phaedo (96 a - 100 a). Here, 
Socrates tells of  his youthful enthusiasm for hJ peri; fuvsew~ iJstoriva (96 a 8). 
However, soon he finds that his questions are not answered, his concerns 
seem to evaporate, he loses even what he felt sure of  (ajpevmaqon 96 c 3-6, 
at 6). He is disappointed with the reductionist explanations he is given, and 
takes refuge with the logoi (eij~ tou;~ lovgou~ katafugei`n 99 e 5). ‘Always 
start with your strongest logos‘, he says (100 a) – hold on to your strongest 
intuitions.

This is a moving plea for what we may call, in the language of  later Pla-
tonists, swv/zein ta; fainovmena (Plut. fac. orb. lun. 923 a). From here, we may 
look back to Thucydides and ask ourselves whether we can make out a fai-
novmenon that he sacrificed to his relentless pursuit of  certainty. I think we can. 
Thucydides speaks of  ‘human nature’ (fuvsi~ ajnqrwvpwn, ajnqrwpeiva fuvsi~, to; 
ajnqrwvpinon). He shows us human nature under pressure, at its worst. I think 
we have to ask : Why should this be decisive ? Why should we define human 
nature by its worst, not by its best (or by an average) ? I do not think Thucy-
dides provides an answer – but I suspect this may be yet another consequence 
of  his quest for certainty : the worst is always with us.

I think this is an incident of  human reason turning its back on God, ending 
up trapped within itself. In the world of  Thucydides, the kalon is a construc-
tion of  human interests. Beyond that, it has no reality. The stuff  of  reality, 
clear and indubitable, is the kakon. But there is not much to be said about this, 
either. It does not pose a problem to our understanding. It just is.

It is obvious that matters will look different if  you think, as Plato does, that 
being is good. And they will certainly look very different if  you believe in cre-
ation, fall, and redemption. And not only will they look different – they will 
look much more credible, and plausible, and closer to reality. There is much 
evil in Thucydides – but what can he tell us about it ? That it is there, and that 
it always will be, and much perceptive detail about its mechanisms and inter-
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nal operations. The metaphysical problem, the question unde malum – is not 
even stated.

There is much that deserves attention in the history of  theological thought 
between Homer and Plato. Among other things, it can show what happens 
when human reason prefers the certainty it can impose, to the truth it ought 
to acknowledge. Already in Homer, there is the clear sense of  homo capax Dei 
– but only if  God decides to reveal Himself. We seem to know – and yet we 
seem to be incapable of  knowing. After Homer, Greek theology is more and 
more concerned with what can be said. The consequences of  forgetting to lis-
ten while trying to argue are described by St Paul (Rm 1, 21) : man ignores his 
creator while trying to control creation.

And yet, this, too, is a chapter in the history of  the Logos. When human rea-
son turns its back on faith, the result will be pessimism and despondency. And 
out of  pessimism and despondency, out of  the inescapable evil of  Thucydid-
ean man and the meaningless facts of  the natural philosophers, there comes 
the impulse that makes Socrates katafugei`n eij~ tou;~ lovgou~.

Why should all this matter to us ? Why should we care about the example 
of  Socrates ? It can help us to see (and to say) that the secular language of  sci-
entific rationalism is not somehow the natural default option beyond which 
we must not go. Sometimes, we have to speak it, if  we want to begin or to 
continue a dialogue – but this is inevitable rather than desirable, and it comes 
at a price. We must be careful not to forget what we know, what we once 
thought we knew. And when we are in danger of  forgetting, we, too, should 
katafugei`n eij~ tou;~ lovgou~ – or, in our case, to Him Who is the Logos.

Abstract  : The paper shows the existence of  a true reflection on the logos before philosophy. 
It proposes to look at the pre-philosophical tradition in Greek literature, and esp. in Greek 
poetry, from Homer to the time of  Socrates, to find the presence of  a kind of  rational theo- 
logy even before the properly philosophical one. From this perspective, Homer and Hesiod are 
regarded as the fathers of  Greek theology not only for the contents of  their narratives, but 
also for the form of  their argumentations. For them logos was a guiding principle. Through 
the analysis of  two specific examples, from Homer’s and in Aeschylus’ works, the presence 
of  logos is shown at the very level of  the interconnection and the discussions among different 
positions. The interest of  this analysis for contemporary time is manifest through the episte-
mological impasse in Thucydides’ relativistic and sceptical approach.
Keywords  : Logos, Poetry, Rational Theology, Relativism, Homer, Aeschylus, Thucydides.
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